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ABSTRACT: High cohesion for classes is one of the most desire properties in Object Oriented (OO) analysis as it
supports program comprehension, testing, maintainability, reusability. Cohesion metrics have been used for quality
valuation, software modularization, and fault prediction and so on. Existing approaches of class cohesion metrics are
largely based on the structural information of the source code, like attribute references in class methods. Only looking
at particular aspect of cohesion is not sufficient for completely and accurately specifying class cohesion and there is a
need to other aspects of cohesion like conceptual aspect. The two conceptual cohesion metrics ACSM+ and LCSM2#
use more efficient document modeling technique, known as LDA, used for defining similarity between methods.
Maximum Weighted Entropy (MWE) has two issues, first does not take into account prominent object oriented
concepts like inheritance and second MWE does not make difference between access methods and other method
stereotypes which can artificially increase or decrease cohesion. Extended the MWE by considering the concept of
inheritance and the effect of getter and setter methods and called it MWE+. Two case studies on an open source java
software system called Rhino are performed. First case study specifies that the new cohesion metrics capture different
aspects of class cohesion compared to the exiting cohesion metrics. Second case study specifies new dimensions that
MWE+ adds to MWE.
KEYWORDS: Metric, Class Cohesion, Topic Modeling, LDA, MWE.
I. INTRODUCTION
A measurement of the degree to which elements of a module belong together is known as software cohesion. One
of the goals of the Object Oriented (OO) analysis and design as it facilitates program comprehension, testing,
maintainability, reusability and so on. Software cohesion metrics have to support different software maintenance tasks.
A. MEASURING CLASS COHESION
The comparative number of joined methods of class is known as class cohesion .A subclass inherits methods and
instance variables from its super class. Two different forms of reusing a class, reuse via instantiation and reuse via
inheritance (both direct and indirect subclass).
i. Class Cohesion from Structural Point of View
Cohesion is measured on structural information extract completely from the source code such as attribute
references in methods and method calls of a class. In structural point of view the extracted information captures the
scale to which the elements of a class collectively. These cohesion metrics give information about the technique of
building a class and how its instances work together to address the goals behind their design. Among all structural
cohesion metrics, most widely used cohesion metrics are LCOM1-5 (Lack of cohesion of methods). All LCOM metrics
defined cohesion of a class as degree of similarity of its methods that is modeled by sharing of references of attributes
among methods of a class.
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ii. Class Cohesion from Conceptual Point of View
Apart from structural point of view, cohesion is also considered from a conceptual point of view. In this view, a
cohesive module is a crisp abstraction of a concept or feature from problem domain that express in the specifications or
requirements. Class is cohesive from a conceptual point of view whether a class implements one or more domain
conception. Although other types of metrics proposed to capture different aspects of cohesion, there is a few such
metrics like C3, LCSM, LORM and MWE address these conceptual and textual aspects of cohesion [1, 2].
B. CONCEPTUAL COHESION METRICS
The LCSM along with ACSM and C3 metrics similarity between methods of a class is defined Information
retrieval using Vector Space Model technique. Vector space model is a very old technique for modeling text copra that
means collection of documents and it has several limitations like it provides a relatively small amount of deduction in
the collection and reveals little in way of inter- or intra documents statistical structure. These shortcomings were
overcome by other dimensionality reduction techniques like Latent semantic indexing (LSI), probability LSI (PLSI).
The latest technique in that series is Latent Drichlet Allocation (LDA).
i. LDA
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a probabilistic generative model, in which everything in collection is modeled
as a finite mixture on to underlying set of topics [5]. Every topic is, modeled as an unlimited mixture on to underlying
topic probabilities set. In topic modeling, a topic is often co-occurring words collection in the corpus. Given a corpus of
n documents m1,... ,mn, topic modeling techniques automatically discover a set Z of topics, Z = {z1, ..., zK}, as well as
the mapping θ between topics and documents as in [1].
ii. INFORMATION ENTROPY
The cohesion metric employs information entropy to calculate the degree of distribution for each topic based on
the resulting document-topic distributions obtained with LDA. In information theory, entropy is a measure of the
uncertainty associated with a random variable [20]. Information entropy has been previously used to measure software
complexity and cohesion [1]. For a random variable x with n outcomes {xi : i=1,…, n} the Shannon information
entropy, a measure of uncertainty is defined as:
( )=−

( ) log ( )

(1)

Where ( ) is the probability value of outcome xi. In this case, p(mj) is the probability that topic is assigned to
method mj which is computed using LDA. A class may relate to a mixture of topics with varying probabilities, so must
take into account all the topics and relationships among them to properly capture software cohesion.
iii. MWE
A conceptual cohesion metric called Maximum Weighted Entropy (MWE) was proposed by Y. Liu et. al. [1] based
on the analysis of latent topics encoded in source code, expressed in identifiers and comments. It also uses the Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) technique. MWE measures not only how strongly the methods of a class relate to each
other conceptually, but also analyzes the coverage and degree of latent topic distributions in methods of underlying
source code. Quantify characteristics like occupancy and distribution for every class in the software system under
analysis to measure class cohesion. Define metric MWE for class cohesion as the following:
( ) = max ( ) ∗ ( )
(2)
| |

Where, ( ) is a measure of occupancy of topic ti in methods in a class ; ( ) is a measure of degree of
distribution of topic in methods in a class ; |t| is the number of topics, extracted from all the classes in a software
system. The class cohesion is measured by taking into account values of occupancy (weight) and distribution (entropy)
for the dominating topic, which is addressed in the class. The occupancy of topic in methods of a class
is
computed as:
∑
( )=
(3)
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Where n is the number of methods in a class and P is the probability of topic in a method d. The occupancy
captures the average probability of topic across all methods in a class.
In order to compute entropy for a topic need to transform document-topic probability distributions to topicdocument distributions
as the following:
=

(4)
∑
Once topic-document distributions are obtained, distribution ( ) is computed using information entropy equation
(1). It should be noted that ( )is normalized to account for the number of methods in a class:
∑
− ∗ log
( )=
(5)
log
At last the MWE cohesion metric is computed as:
∑
P ∑ −q ∗ log q
MWE(C ) = max O(t ) ∗ D(t ) = max
∗
(6)
| |
| |
n
log n
If ( ) and ( ) were not normalized, the metric would be susceptible to the cases, where occupancy and
distribution values depend of the number of methods in a class. MWE not only takes into account the occupancy (or
weight) of the topic, but also takes into account its degree of distribution (or entropy). The idea behind equation (6) is
to find the main topic, which is characterized by the capacities: larger average occupancy and more even distribution
for classes with higher cohesion (and vice versa). However, MWE also has some of the important issues described as:
- MWE does not consider prominent object oriented concepts like inheritance.
- MWE do not make distinction between access methods and other method stereotypes. Some of these methods
can artificially increase or decrease cohesion. So effect of access methods like getter and setter methods
should take into account while calculating MWE.
In this work, proposed a set of cohesion metrics as LCSM+ (Lack of Conceptual Similarity between Methods).
Among proposed set of cohesion metrics, LCSM+ 1-5, each of them is conceptual version of corresponding LCOM
metric[6]. The basic idea of specifying similarity of methods of a class in our proposed metrics is number of topics
those are common in methods of a class. To approximate these topics, use a very popular topic modeling technique
known as LDA (Latent Drichlet Allocation) [5]. In this work, also extended the work of Marcus and Poshyvanyk [2]
and proposed two additional conceptual cohesion metrics as ACSM+ and LCSM2# which use a new technique of
document modeling, LDA [5] to define similarity between methods, instead of vector space model.
In this work, I also extended the MWE (called it MWE+) by considering the concept of inheritance and the effect
of getter and setter methods. Proposed MWE+ metric consider all those methods which a class implements or overloads
or inherits from a super class. Here excluded getter and setter methods in MWE+ calculation. Also conduct a case study
that compares the results of MWE and MWE+ and shows the significance of considering effect of inheritance and
getter-setter methods. From implementation point of view, all of the available conceptual metrics have been tested on
only C/C++ open source software. In order to generalize their results, a large scale study is necessary which should take
into account software systems from dissimilar domains written in different programming languages and varying class
sizes. To fulfil this purpose, I apply, analyze and test this proposed metrics on Rhino an open source implementation of
JavaScript that written in Java [24].
II. RELATED WORK
There are numerous different approaches to measure cohesion in Object Oriented systems. Based on the underlying
mechanisms used to measure the cohesion of a class one can distinguish: structural metrics [4, 6, 9, 14, 15, 23], the
most popular class of cohesion metrics, semantic or conceptual metrics [1, 2, 10, 18], metrics based on data mining and
metrics for specific types of applications, information entropy-based metrics [1] etc. In object oriented systems some
methods are used for topic modeling [4, 5, 12, 19].
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A. STRUCTURAL COHESION METRICS
Chidamber and Kemerer developed a set of software metrics for OO design these are based in measurement theory
and reflect viewpoints of OO software developers. They develop a LCOM metric which measures the attributes of an
object class. LCOM1-2 is proposed by Chidamber and Kemerer [9]. Hitz and Montazeri extended the work of
Chidamber and Kemerer and proposed LCOM3, LCOM4 and CO (connectivity) cohesion metrics [15]. For improving
a class cohesion they define Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM) is defined as the number of connected components
of graph GX (1≤LCOM(X)≤|MX|) where X denotes class and Mx denotes methods of a class. In addition to this mere
formal improvement of the definition of LCOM, they would like to get rid of more semantic flaws in the definition of
LCOM. LCOM5 was proposed by Bieman and Kang which was further extension of Chidamber and Kemerer [14]
work
Chae et. al., invented an approach for improving the cohesion metrics by considering the characteristics of the
dependent instance variables in an object-oriented program [8]. Zhou analyzes the limitations of Chae typical cohesion
measures for classes in detail, and then proposes an improved cohesion measure ICBMC. This used to be a guideline
about quality evaluation and restructure badly designed classes. Therefore, the ICBMC is a well-defined class cohesion
metric, which overcomes the limitations of CBMC and extends its application [23].
B. CONCEPTUAL OR SEMANTIC COHESION METRICS
Modeling class cohesion as mixtures of latent topics by Y. Liu, D. Poshyvanyk proposed the Maximal Weighted
Entropy which uses the latent Drichlet Allocation and information entropy for measuring the cohesion of class in
software system. It is based on analysis of latent topics in source code such as comments and identifiers [1].
De Lucia et. al. developed the metric that measures structural information of class but they consider the graph based
representation and class refactoring extraction. They developed the extended structural LCOM metric which shows the
structural similarity between methods [10]. Marcus, A. and Poshyvanyk, D., propose a new measure named the
Conceptual Cohesion of Classes (C3) for the cohesion of classes in OO software systems based on the analysis of the
unstructured information embedded in the source code, such as comments and identifiers. They consider the open
source software Mozilla and WinMerge for case study that defines the C3 captures new and complementary dimensions
of cohesion compared to a host of existing structural metrics. To extract the information that contains identifiers and
comments for cohesion measurement they use Latent Semantic Indexing [18].
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed new class cohesion metrics are: LCSM+ metrics set, CCo, ACSM+, LCSM2# and MWE+. All
LCSM+ Metrics use number of topics those are common among methods of a class to define the similarity between
methods of a class. These topics are identified by LDA, a topic modeling technique that approximates topics among a
collection of documents. Same counting mechanism as used by the corresponding LCOM metric is used by LCSM+.
Just as LCOM metrics, LCSM+ metrics are inverse cohesion metric of cohesion, which means that a higher value for
LCSM+ metrics indicates lower cohesion. Proposed ACSM+ and LCSM2# are enhanced form of ACSM and LCSM
metric proposed by Marcus and Poshyvanyk [2]. These metrics use a new technique of document modeling, LDA [5]
instead of vector space model that used by Marcus and Poshyvanyk for their metrics, to define similarity between
methods. Extended the MWE (called it MWE+) by considering the concept of inheritance and the effect of getter and
setter methods. Proposed MWE+ metric consider all those methods which a class implements or overloads or inherits
from a super class. Here excluded getter and setter methods in MWE+ calculation.
A. PROPOSED MAXIMUM WEIGHTED ENTROPY METRIC (MWE+)
Proposed Maximum Weighted Entropy (MWE+) is extended MWE. It also considers the concept of inheritance
and the effect of getter and setter methods. Proposed MWE+ metric consider all those methods which a class
implements or overloaded or inherited from a super class. I excluded getter and setter methods in MWE+ calculation.
To obtain proposed MWE+ metric, I slightly modify the approach used by MWE as follow:
- While calculating MWE+ for a class not only consider documents of methods implemented or overloaded by
the class but also documents of methods of direct and indirect super classes of that class. As per java language
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rules, all public and protected methods of super class are available in child class, so include documents of all
public and protected methods of all direct and indirect super class but private methods of super class is not
available in child class so does not include documents of all private methods of all direct and indirect super
class.
- MWE do not make distinction between access methods and other method stereotypes. Some of these methods
can artificially increase or decrease cohesion. An access method provides read or write access to an attribute
of the class. Access methods typically reference only one attribute, namely the one they provide access to. So
access methods have only one topic to which that attribute belongs. While calculating MWE, access methods
affect the value of both occupancy and distribution of a topic as described follows:
i) From equation 3, that is used to calculate occupancy of each topic, see that occupancy of a topic is simple
mean of topic’s membership value for all methods. So occupancy depends on number of methods in the
class. So inclusion of access method unnecessary affects occupancy of the topics.
ii) Distribution of a topic depends on sum of measure of uncertainty of that topic to appear in each method of
class. Inclusion of an access method affect this sum because this method has only one topic (i.e. that
means no uncertainty), hence low value of information entropy that employs low contribution to sum
value. But Inclusion of access method increase numerator log n value. Consequently it reduces
distribution value of topics. So while calculating MWE+ exclude getter and setter methods.
So in MWE metric calculation, inclusion of access methods affect the value of occupancy and distribution of a
topic consequently affect the final vale of MWE. Thus exclude access method in MWE+ metrics calculation.
Proposed Algorithm of MWE+
1. Run LDA to generate document-topic distribution matrix Doc-Top (M, N) for the corpus, which has M
documents (methods) and N topics.
2. For each class Ci (assume it has m methods)
3. Extract a sub matrix Doc-Top(m, N) from Doc-Top(M, N) which corresponds to m documents in class Ci
4. Find all getter and setter methods of class Ci. Let no. of such methods is x.
5. Exclude these x documents from m documents and Extract a sub matrix Doc-Top(y, N) from Doc-Top (m, N)
where y is corresponds to all documents in class Ci except x documents.
6. Find methods of all direct and indirect super class of Ci.Let no. of such methods is z.
7. Include these z documents to y documents and form matrix Doc-Top (m’, N) from Doc-Top(y, N) where m’ is
corresponds to all y documents in class Ci plus z documents.
8. Calculate topic-document distribution based on Doc-Top (m’, N) using equation (4)
9. For each topic tj
10. Calculate occupancy O(tj) using equation (3) Based on sub-matrix Doc-Top(m’, N);
11. Calculate distribution D(tj) using Equation (5) based on Doc-Top(m’, N);
12. Save O(tj)* D(tji) to WE(j)
13. End For
14. Find max MWE+ for class Ci in MWE using equation (6)
15. End For
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B. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

Fig. 1 Block diagram of system

Figure 1 shows the system block diagram. In this give the target Rhino software system as input to pre-processing
module. Pre-processing module consist of four steps: fact extraction, identifier splitting, stemming and filtering. In fact
extraction step, extract methods from each class and create one document for each method. In identifier splitting, split
all identifiers and comments into meaningful sub words. In stemming step, stem each words of splitting step into their
common root words. In filtering step, filter all those words which do not indicate any business concept.
After pre-processing of input software system, get that a corpus of text documents one for each method. Each
document contains list of pre-processed words of that particular methods. This corpus is given input to Mallet and set
parameter as shown in table 1, an LDA tool. Mallet group related words into topics and produces two things: set of
topics (Z) and topic –documents membership Matrix (Ø). Using Z and Ø, calculate LCSM1+, LCSM2+, LCSM3+,
LCSM4+, LCSM5+, ACSM+, LCSM2#, MWE and MWE+ metrics. Also calculate structural cohesion metrics such as
LCOM1, LCOM2, LCOM3 and LCOM4 for Rhino. For this purpose used Simple code Metric plugin of Netbeans [25].
After that Principal Component Analysis (PCA) performs on these metrics in order to understand the underlying,
orthogonal dimensions captured by the coupling measures. PCA results shows that these conceptual cohesion metrics
capture different dimension than existing cohesion metrics. Also analyze the results of MWE and MWE+ metrics in
order to indicate the significance of MWE+ over MWE.
Table 1: Parameter settings for Mallet

Parameters
Alpha (α)
Beta (β)
No of Topics
No of Documents
No of iterations
Threshold (δ)

Value
0.05
0.01
100
347
1000
1%

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to understand the underlying orthogonal dimensions captured by proposed and considered existing
cohesion metrics, perform Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on all these metrics values measured for the Rhino
software systems by using same settings as in prior studies [1, 18].
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A. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
Table 2: Descriptive statistics for all proposed and subjected existing cohesion metrics values for Rhino software system
N
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance
LCSM1+
+

281

0

4197

125.55

417.743

174509.034

281

0E-12

.500000000000

.05403755718801

.076890750058764

.006

+

281

0

3038

80.66

290.568

84429.632

LCSM2#

281

0

456

20.94

56.685

3213.221

+

281

1

13

3.01

2.029

4.118

LCSM4+

281

1

9

2.05

1.357

1.840

+

281

0E-12

1.000000000000

.83157902173390

.260304271964128

.068

LCOM1

281

0

2769

65.85

252.127

63568.192

LCOM2

281

0

1

.60

.490

.240

LCOM3

281

0

2

.65

.493

.243

LCOM4

281

1

52

5.38

6.538

42.743

MWE

281

0E-12

.960051352728

.25989847688498

.229957568738074

.053

MWE+

281

0E-12

1.014695268018

.24651497872151

.211174743290976

.045

Valid N (list wise)

281

ACSM

LCSM2

LCSM3

LCSM5

Briand et al. [7] proposed a methodology to analyze software engineering data in order to make an experiment
repeatable and the results comparable. The methodology consists of the following three steps: collecting the data,
identifying outliers, and performing PCA.
i. Collecting data
Earlier calculate all proposed and considered existing cohesion metrics and collected their resulted data for all
classes of subjected Rhino software system. The descriptive statistics of collected data are shown in table 2 which
obtained using IBM SPSS tool [29]. From that descriptive statistics we get all the values like maximum, minimum,
mean, standard deviation and variances for each cohesion metrics. So this is easy way to analyze that metrics. This
statistics used on collecting resulted data.
ii. Identifying and Eliminating Outliers
As results analysis impacted by the outliers, they were removed. For identify outliers in the data, utilized the
T2max procedure based on the Mahalanobis distance [26]. For performing outlier analysis using IBM SPSS tool [29].
iii. Performing PCA
After outliers were eliminated, performed PCA using Tanagra software tool [28], which was used in our case to
identify groups of variables (i.e., metrics), which are likely to measure the same underlying dimension (i.e., mechanism
that defines cohesion) of the object to be measured (i.e., cohesion of a class). The resulting rotated components show
clearer patterns of loading for the variables [27].
B. PCA RESULTS
The PCA performed on the set of 308 classes of Rhino software systems. All 13 cohesion metrics were subjected
to an orthogonal rotation. I identified seven orthogonal dimensions spanned by 13 cohesion measures. The seven
principal components (PCs) capture 93% of the variance in the data set, which is significant enough to support our
findings.
Table 3: Results of PCA performed on all proposed and subjected existing cohesion metrics values for Rhino software system
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The loadings on each measure in each rotated component in presented in Table 3. Values higher than 0.5 are
highlighted as the corresponding measures are the ones look into while interpreting the PCs. For every PC, provide the
variance of the data set explained by the PC and the cumulative variance in Table 3. Based on this analysis of the
coefficients associated with every cohesion metrics within each of the rotated components, interpret PCs as the
following.
PC1 (27%): LCSM1+, LCSM2+, LCOM1 and LCOM4. Proposed conceptual cohesion metrics LCSM1+ and
LCSM2+ capture the same dimension captured by structural cohesion metrics LCOM1 and LCOM4.
PC2 (16%): MWE and MWE+. These metrics measure conceptual cohesion of a class based on the analysis of
latent topics encoded in source code, expressed in identifiers and comments which modeled by using LDA, a topic
modeling tool. These metrics use information entropy for measuring coverage and degree of latent topic distributions in
methods of class. Proposed Maximum Weighted Entropy plus (MWE+) is extended form of MWE. Proposed MWE+
metric consider all those methods which a class implements or overloaded or inherited from a super class.
PC3 (9%): LCSM2#. This is proposed conceptual cohesion metrics. It is enhanced form of LCSM metric
proposed by Marcus and Poshyvanyk [2]. LCSM2# metrics use a new technique of document modeling, LDA [5]
instead of vector space model that used by existing LCSM to define similarity between methods and use same counting
mechanism adopted by LCSM.
PC4 (15%): LCOM2 and LCOM3. These Structural metrics count the number of pairs of methods that share
instance variables.
PC5 (8%): LCSM5+. This is proposed cohesion metric that is conceptual version of LCOM5.
PC6 (12%): LCSM3+ and LCSM4+. These are proposed cohesion metrics those are conceptual version of
LCOM3 and LCOM4 respectively.
PC7 (7%): ACSM+. This is proposed conceptual cohesion metrics. It is modified form of ACSM metric proposed
by Marcus and Poshyvanyk [2]. ACSM+ metrics use a new technique of document modeling, LDA [5] instead of
vector space model that used by existing LCSM to define similarity between methods.
The PCA results indicate that proposed conceptual cohesion metrics defines a dimension of their own – LCSM3+
and LCSM4+ are the only major factor in PC6. LCSM2# is the only major factor in PC3. LCSM5+ is the only major
factor in PC5. ACSM+ is the only major factor in PC7. Although proposed LCSM1+ and LCSM2+ metric capture the
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same dimension captured by structural cohesion metrics LCOM1 and LCOM4, but rest of proposed conceptual metrics
capture new dimensions. So PCA results statistically support hypothesis that the proposed LCSM3+ LCSM4+, ACSM+
and LCSM2# cohesion measure captures different aspects of class cohesion than those capture by all the metrics
computed in case study.
C. MWE V/S MWE+
Table 4: Descriptive Statistics for MWE and MWE+

N
MWE
MWE

+

Valid N (list wise)

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Variance

307

0E-12

.996488429746 .26786309179170

.241343374094172

.058

307

0E-12 1.014695268018 .24650129431479

.213869667631371

.046

307

The table 4 shows the descriptive statistics for MWE and Extended MWE (MWE+) metric for 307 numbers of
classes. From that descriptive statistics we get all the values like maximum, minimum, mean, standard deviation and
variances for MWE and MWE+ cohesion metrics for 307 classes of Rhino software. That Rhino software is the java
script application which is implemented in java. This software consider as a input source code.
Proposed Maximum Weighted Entropy plus (MWE+) considers the concept of inheritance and the effect of
getter and setter methods. Proposed MWE+ metric consider all methods those a class implements or overloads or
inherits from all direct and indirect super classes. I excluded getter and setter methods in MWE+ calculation.
Table 5: Top 15 Classes of Rhino having maximum MWE and MWE+ difference

1.

2.

3.

To understand what new dimension MWE+ adds to MWE performed a case study that has following steps:
First, calculated MWE and MWE+ metrics for all 308 classes of target Rhino software system. Table 4 provides
Descriptive Statistics for calculated MWE and MWE+ metrics values. These descriptive statistics were obtained
using IBM SPSS tool [29].
Then calculated the difference between MWE value and MWE+ values for each class of the Rhino software
system. This difference shows the deviation of MWE value due to inclusion of all those methods which a class
inherited from all direct and indirect super classes and exclusion of getter setter methods.
Arranged these difference values in descending order and analyzed the difference values and derived following
conclusion :
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i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

All classes those doesn’t inherit any class have same MWE and MWE+ values, hence difference value is 0.
There are 160 such classes in Rhino software system.
148 classes of Rhino Software system inherit other class. even most of 148 classes have a inheritance
hierarchy, due to this there is deviation between values of MWE and MWE+.
The difference between MWE and MWE+ values for classes of Rhino software system ranges from
0.001310746 to 0.718053807. MWE and MWE+ values itself range from 0 to 1, maximum deviation of
0.718053807 against maximum standard value of MWE considering the effect of inheritance and access
methods while calculating the MWE for object oriented software system.
Table 5 shows the top 15 classes of rhino software system having maximum difference between MWE and
MWE+ values.

The figure 2 shows the graph of table 5 details that mean the MWE Vs extended MWE (MWE+). This graph
shows the Weighted Entropy values for top 15 classes of Rhino software which are having the maximum difference in
Extended MWE (MWE+) and previous MWE. In that the MWE+ values are minimum than MWE therefore it get high
cohesion that support to object oriented analysis to facilitate to program comprehension, testing, reusability and
maintainability.

Fig. 2 MWE Vs MWE+ for top 15 classes of Rhino

V.

CONCLUSION

Classes contain identifiers and comments in object-oriented systems can be used to measure the cohesion of
software. Latent Dirichlet Allocation is used to extract latent topics for cohesion measurement. By using this topic
modeling technique (LDA), set of LCSM+ cohesion metrics, ACSM+ and LCSM2# metrics capture new, yet
complementary dimensions of cohesion as compared to existing metrics. Principal component analysis of measurement
results on an open source software system, called Rhino, statistically supports. PCA results statistically support
hypothesis that the LCSM3+ LCSM4+, ACSM+ and LCSM2# cohesion measure captures different aspects of class
cohesion than those capture by all the metrics computed in case study. The second case study indicate that Maximum
Weighted Entropy (MWE+) metric, a extended form of MWE, that also consider all those methods which a class
inherits from all direct and indirect super classes along with all those methods which the class implements or overloads
and excludes getter and setter methods, has significant improvements over existing MWE metrics. In object oriented
software development, most of the classes access functionality of other classes by inheriting them. Special methods
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such as getter and setter methods may artificially increase or decrease class cohesion values calculated by MWE. So
considering effect of inheritance, access methods like getter and setter methods improve the accuracy of MWE metric.
Due to support of reusability, information hiding and code comprehending concept of inheritance is widely used in
software system. So these results are quite encouraging.
.
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